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 Steamed Beech  Maple              Mukali Ash Pine Melix Oak                  chestnut Cedar       Cherry

01. Model D8065 In Oak

s a n r a  f a e l  r e c o M M E N D S 

naTurA
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The natural wood treated to open the grain  have  a very, very natural 
aspect. SANRAFAEL takes care of the sanding, staining and 
varnishing processes to achieve the maximum honesty in the wood 
with the greatest protection.

Use wider  than usual architraves to give more visual volume to 
your doors and gain a sense of presence.

8050

01. Model 8050 Rustic stain. 



Natural wood, with little treatment or open grain.

Wicker furniture, strung chairs and farm implements 
or rural decoration.

Stone walls or whitewashed walls and tiled floors

Doors simulating wooden planks with wide and 
simple architraves.

R U S T I C

03.Sanrafael Original Stamp Detail

02. Detail Omega groove on to solid wood.

241

style guide
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A winning 
combination

The mix of styles give an opportunity to a free environment where 
simple door grooved design pays compliments to each other with a 
casual and very natural decoration selection.

8400

Demand the ORIGINAL SANRAFAEL seal on your 
doors. It guarantees the best qualities and a manufacturing 
process where each piece is checked and every detail is 
taken care of, so that the door reaches your hands with all 
the guarantees.

02.Handle Medium Polished Brass.



R E C O M M E N D S Stained

When we apply a stain to the wood, we modify its 
grain conserving the natural veining. During the 

process

the pigment penetrates the pore, changing its colour, 
but maintaining the natural beauty of the grain.
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Earth
Rustic Orchid

Chocolate

Coffee

Onyx
SmokeyLinceBetullaPearl

01. Model 8400 Walnut. 
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F8026

02. Double door F8026 VA3 Walnut Line.

glass Artemisa. wall panel L62 in walnut.

244



01. Model F8026 Walnut Line. Holly handle polished chrome.
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F8056
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01. Model F8056 Wenge Line. Joy Chrome Handle. 

03. Detail Model F8056 Wenge Line
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02.Model F8056 VT Wengue with  line. 

s a n r a f a e l  r e c o m M E N D S

ALL THE STYLES IN
45 MODELS

10 FINISHES

HANDLEStrendsAll the best handles to choose from, with fewer pieces and visualy clean. With 
the usual finishes: Chrome, Inox, Brass and we have also introduced Graphite, 
Black, White and combinations of colour in the same handle. 

Model Gaya 
finished in Crome 

 Bell model in 
satin crome 

Model soft
Finished in graphite

Model curves 
Finished in 
polished brass.

03. Wallpaper Sanrafael model Velvet.
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F8058

Killims, exotic plants, wicker, natural wood, African animals and a 
natural palette with predominance of earth and green tones will 
inevitably take you to an ethnic environment with an authentic 
spirit.
The design team of SANRAFAEL collects all these influences in a 
door project that, despite being transportable to other styles, prints 
a characteristic personality closely related to the essence of Africa.

02. Wallpaper Sanrafael model Etic.

01. Model F8058 Steamed beech and beech Line. Arch
Chrome Handle Satin. 
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F8058

AL8020 

F8056F8026

AL8005

+ info P. 230

+ info P 244 + info P. 246 + info P. 248

+ info P. 220

D8105

8007

D8005

8400 AL8027

+ info P. 234

+ info P. 236

+ info P. 228

+ info Pag. 2 + info P. 222

Oak Steamed Beech Walnut 

Finishes available. 
Door leaf  10 days 
Pre hung door set 15 
days

Wenge Pearl Stain Rustic Stain

Look for this icon to have a fast service   10

Sanrafael Solutions
Fast delivery time

02.Groove detail in steamed beech
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Long Lasting 
Elegance 

C L A S S I C S
C O L L E C T I O N

W o o d  ·  T r a d i t i o n  ·  H o n e s t y  · L i f e t i m e

Contrast between the clarity of white walls and the generally dark 
furniture, although you can also see completely clear spaces. 

(both in space and furniture)

Traditional forms such as mouldings on walls, ceilings and doors, 
skirting boards of considerable height are maintained. Furniture of 
simple lines of conservative essence, are combined with high quality 

fabrics. Smooth or with subtle patterns of soft colors that hardly stand 
out.

Mixing of more modern pieces through its design or its finishing 
material. Like the contrast of sofas and toughened  glass tables and 

shining metal.
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DESIGN: SANRAFAEL
DOOR RANGE: 22 MODELS / TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS FINISHES: 29 
NATURAL WOODS / 12 WOODEN WOOD FURNITURE: FOLDING CABINETS, 
SLIDING CLOSETS, DRESSING ROOMS, DECORATIVE PAPER MIRRORS: 54 
DESIGNS / 4 FINISHES
HANDLES: 68 MODELS / 8 FINISHES

INTERESTING DETAILS:
Choose between 4 types of moldings: Classic (the most traditional version), Modern (with a very 
clean line), Exclusive (highly recommended for larger doors) and Neoclassical (its stepped shape 
gives it an option beyond classic)

RECOMMENDATION:
Renew the classic with the new stepped neoclassical beading. Highly recommended for models 
100 and 202.
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3202
X

A classic more modernized look conserving the richness of natural 
wood. Can you imagine it in walnut, steamed beach, ash, or a 
special stain?

A very elegant door that fits with almost any style with the right 
finish.
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03.Detail X Molded panel, Oak framing.

02. Wallpaper Sanrafael model Dadil. 
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01. Model 3202X Oak. Handle model Lady Bronze Satin. 



01. Model 3300X Rustic Satin Satin Brass Handle.

3300
X

254



The stained veneers add quality to your door, help to stabilize 
the tonality of the door in time.
Get a more natural effect, with the choice of an open grain in a 
natural or stained veneer.

02. Model 3400X Walnut Satin Handy Brass Handle.

3400
X

03. X  Panel detail Rustic Satin, Satin Brass Handle.
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Passion for the
wood

 

Angel Privado
Wood Section Manager. 31 years in Puertas Sanrafael

Ángel, what would you highlight of your work at Puertas 
Sanrafael? After more than 30 years at the service of this 
company I see it imperative to continue being attentive to every 
piece of wood that enters the factory, measuring its properties, 
sealing it, stabilizing it and preparing it for its perfect 
incorporation to our doors.

What is your job?
Each wood has some characteristics. The first thing I do is measure 
the moisture so that it is correct. If there is no balance the whole 
process can break down. I read each board and distribute it 
according to its characteristics for one use or another. Lippings 
and beadings are very complex products that require years of 
research and experience for their use.

Are all woods equal?
Not all the same, there is an infinity of wood with different 
hardness, drawing, colour, tonality, degree of moisture, 
elasticity ... each parameter determines a different aspect and 
use.

Which woods are most in demand?
After three decades I can talk about cycles. The tenders send and 
we are at the service of the client. Now the walnut has gone up. 
The oak has always been in great demand and woods such as 
chestnut and ash lend themselves to staining, so they have a 
game. But it is also a pleasure to work with exotic woods because 
they are more special pieces and you know that they will be used 
in an exclusive project.

Interview

256
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The magic of the model 104 is based on the combination of 
beading around the door or wardrobes. Its sincere simplicity 
gives rise to different styles of decoration - classic, modern, 
rustic or ethnic ... - This has made it the protagonist of all kinds 
of spaces, multiplying the aesthetic and functional possibilities.

The elegant design of its reliefs is evident in the folding cabinet, 
which we can manufacture to measure and with customizable 
interiors.

104

01. Model 104 in Cherry. Handle Upper Polished Brass. 



100
X

Clean shapes in natural wood stain in a traditional impeccable 
model. If you are one of those who are looking for versatility, 
the 100X model will fit both classic and modern decoration. 
We recommend walnut, oak or stain in dark tones. Choose 

your design thinking about the decoration. 

Among our architrave you will find the MNU model, to 
match the interior trim of the door, which will give the whole 

set a modern and avant-garde look. 
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01. Model 100X In Walnut. Joy Chrome Shine Handle. 

02. Wallpaper Sanrafael model Planets.

259
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01

03. Molded  panel detail X
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01. Model 202X Oak.

202
X
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02. Wallpaper Sanrafael
model Algas Doradas. 
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Light as a 
protagonist, 
enhanced by the 
texture of wood 
itself. For 
environments full of 
life.

A daring effect that 
you must combine 
with decoration and 
flat and clean 
furniture if you do 
not want to 
recharge.

Very warm and 
natural. It will give 
you the feeling of 
being in a rural space 
oat least it will 
contain 
that 
essence.

With a lot of 
personality, it fills the 
room and provides a 
warm atmosphere. 
Create a range with 
the rest of the 
decoration and 
furniture.

A traditional finish 
that will bring 
elegance and 
sophistication to 
your space.

A finish that works 
very well when 
combined with 
neutral tones giving 
an elegant look.

Maximum glamor 
with a combinable 
tone with neutrals. 
Classic moldings 
brings a sophisticated 
touch.

For more functional  
environments. Even 
within the classical 
style they will bring 
that extra character.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
PEARL Betulla EARTH RUSTIC ORCHID chocolate lince SMOKE

02. Double door 250X V1 Oak. Piston Chrome Shine handle.

250
X

Oak wood, although not the only one, it is the most comon. 

Skirting boards and wall coverings are important.

Realistic paintings with furniture and panelled doors.

Glass, with floral drawings.

T R A D I T I O N A L

What if we choose a stain?

style guide



05. Detail Curved Oak beading. 04.Upper Bronze handle. 

01. Model 250X Oak. Piston polished Chrome handle. 03. Folding Cabinet 250X Oak.

263
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250
X

Choose doors and finishes for a lifetime ... Sapelle, Cedar, 
Cherry ... complemented with decorative elements from 
different eras, and you will get a very current environment

01. Model 250X Sapely. 
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02. Double door 250X V1 Sapele Branched Glass
Holly. Handle Piston Brass 
Shine.
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02

270
X

02. Wallpaper Sanrafael model Corintio.

01. Double door 270X Oak. Curves crome handle. 
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ALL THE STYLES
65 MODELS

10 FINISHES

HANDLEStrend
s

The best qualities in handles, with fewer pieces and visualy clean.  
With the usual finishes: Brass, Inox, Brightness Chrome, Satin Chrome, and 

We also incorporate Nickel, Graphite, Black and White and colour combinations 
in the same handle. 

Model Upper Plate 
Large Finish polished Brass.

Model Arch
Satin Chrome

Gallon Model 
Polished Nickel Finish 

Model curves 
Polished Brass 
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03

04

253
X

Let's live
with

Art!

08

Choose a classic model, change the finish - for example-

Coffee stain, coat the wall with wood or choose the paper that best 
suits your personality, complete this with a different skirting board ... 
you will find an inspiring environment.

To achieve a sense of sobriety, decide on a Chocolate or smoke 
finish. If you are looking to integrate all the elements with a neutral 
tone wallpaper, choose our Pearl or Betulla finishes and you will 
create a space full of harmony and serenity.

CLASSIC

MODERN

EXCLUSIVE
With the flat beading you will offer 
the modern look, the classic one is 
ideal to give a more traditional touch, 
and if what you want is a greater 
distinction then you are looking for 
the exclusive beading, widely used by 
architects and designers

s a n r a f a e l  R E C O M M E N D S 

BEADINGS
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01.Model 253X stained in coffee. Handle in Piston Polished Nickel. RRO Skirting coffee stain.
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Flee from new fashions and bet on a model with history, as the 255X 
and change the finish.
Incorporate stepped beading and increase the presence of the door. 
Complete the room with beams and continue on the walls with the 
same finish and you will obtain a finish that will be all yours.

255
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01.Model 255X Orchid stain. Handle Piston Polished  Nickel 

OAK SAPELE STEAMED BEECH PEARL RUSTIC EARTH ORCHID SMOKEY

Natural Veneers Stained Veneers

FINISHES TO SUIT ALL TASTES
WALNUT



VARNISH
We varnish with renewable materials resulting from the refining process 
of vegetable substances.

+ Finished with superior hardness
+ Greater anti-yellowing power
+ Greater silkiness to the touch
+ Minimizes the impact of air quality inside the home + 
Healthier work environment without unpleasant odors
+ Oriented to the circular economy with the reuse of 
discards + Drastic reduction of CO2

*For the study a 7-door type dwelling has been considered (with measures of
2030 x 725 x 35 mm), 2 built-in wardrobes (with dimensions 2800 x 2200 
x 19 mm) and a wall panel (with dimensions 2800 x 4000 x 19 mm)

With an area 
of 71.7 m2

243 kM traveled 
with a car *

230
x

You can save 
28.7kg of CO2 
in your home

272



01. Model 230X Frosted  Decape stain. Nickel Piston Handle Brightness.

273
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02. Wallpaper Sanrafael model Watercolor.

Concealed hinge

It incorporates a lower 
"drop seal" seal to 
prevent the passage of 
dust and noise 
between rooms spaces.

Drop Seal

Magnetic 
latch

Rubber seal

It includes a magnetic 
closure "magnetic latch" to 
eliminate the classic click 
when closing the door. In 
addition to getting a better 
seal.

Thanks to a rubber gasket, 
the sealing of the door 
with the frame is greater 
and avoids the noise of 
unpleasant "slamming".

Thanks to our Hidden Hinge 
you will obtain an aesthetically 
clean door. Use hidden hinges 
to achieve a visual clean-up 
effect.

Choose confort

Floral and rustic motifs in walls and decoration.

Light wood on doors and furniture: Oak, Steamed Beech, Ash 

You can not miss the vegetation and natural light.

Personal details become decoration.

Linen fabrics or embroidery in white tones and creams.

R O M A N T I C
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217
X

01.Model 217X, Oak. Curves Polished Brass Handle. 
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01

02

03

01.

Model 233X Oak. Curves Polished Niquel. 
handle. 02. Wallpaper 

Sarafael Golden Algae model. 03. Plinth PLI Oak 04 
Complement. Skerting Board COL Oak. 05. Complement 
Rose ROD Oak. 06. Complement Cornice COR Oak.
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CAPITAL

PLINTH

DECORATION
MOLDINGS FOR

PERFECT
COMPLEMENT

233
x

Eliminates moisture problems in the architrave 
with the use of solid plinths.
An option which gives you peace of mind.

As an element of decoration or protection against 
damage. Choose the style you want and with the 
same finish as the door and you will get a more 
pleasant uniformity.

Sanrafael has different options in architraves that 
can be installed on the wall itself, either to create 
wooden panels or to create decorations on the wall 
itself or with decorative paper. The decoration 
architrave will match those of the door in most 
cases.

SKIRTING BOARD

Sanrafael surely provides you with the most complete 
offer on the market in frames, architrave and 
accessories in the mold, with the first class quality in 
raw materials, in different construction bases and 
details that make them more integrated, functionality 
and aesthetic wealth.



Extension frame
Is used to cover wide walls, in restoration 
projects, Sanrafael, in addition to this we 
have  a system that allows you to fit the 
architraves to the extention.

02.Gold finish table
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